This paper examines regime switching behaviour of the nominal exchange rate. The nominal exchange rate process at times depicts sharp and even volatile movements, followed by calm and orderly changes. Periods of sharp and volatile changes if persistent and occurring for long periods have implications for the orderly functioning of markets and efficiency in general and usually justify central bank intervention actions. But, are the observed 'sharp and volatile' changes a systematic part of the exchange rate data generating process? To answer this question, a homogenous two-state Markov chain was employed to fit a regime switching model to data from the Uganda currency market. The maximum likelihood parameter estimates were obtained using the BFGS iteration algorithm. The results validate the hypothesis that nominal exchange rate data generating process evolves according to two distinct state spaces. One state is characterized by sharp and disruptive, but short-lived depreciations and the other is characterised by small appreciations occurring over a long time. The results highlight the need to mitigate the disruptive effects of the sharp depreciations.
Introduction
Evolution of the nominal exchange rate is usually thought to reflect developments and directions in important underlying fundamentals such as the current account and the international investments position. There is some evidence, however, that suggests that the exchange rate can be detached from its fundamental economic determinants over some episodes (see Rankin, 1998) , and this can result in a multiple equilibria solution.
This phenomenon can emanate from the various possibilities including human psychology and herd behaviour, political announcements and at times over reaction to news (Goodhart, 1988) . A multiple equilibria solution could also emanate from the destabilizing effects of speculative traders and seasonal patterns in the evolution of short term exchange rates.
Ultimately, what will be observed in such cases will be a tendency for the nominal exchange rate to depict sharp and volatile movements of a large and at times persistent magnitude over some periods in a sample. Generally speaking, this means that a time series may follow different processes over different sub-samples. It therefore seems plausible to argue that standard single regime models may not provide the most appropriate mechanism to mimic the evolution of a time series. Instead, a complete description of the data generating process in such cases should involve understanding the different state spaces or regimes that the process may be following over different subsamples. This paper thus seeks to analyse the regime switching behaviour of the nominal exchange rate in Uganda. There are reasons why such a study is important. Large and rapid movements in the exchange rate have important implications for the orderly functioning of markets and market efficiency in general. This in turn has implications for central banks market activities. It is usually periods of sharp and volatile changes that central banks give as justification for intervention in foreign exchange markets. Indeed, the observed nominal exchange rates in Uganda at times depict sharp changes 1 . As a result the bank of Uganda intervenes occasionally in the foreign exchange market, supposedly to ensure stability of the exchange rate process and conditions in the money market (Mutebile, 2001 A number of studies have sought to understand the regime switching behaviour of the exchange rate data generating process. Engel and Hamilton (1990) and Cheung and Erlandsson (2004) employ the mixture iid variant of the Markov chain analysis with time invariant transition probabilities, based on the assumptions that the process follows a normal distribution in the different regimes. However, it has been shown that mixture models usually have a skewed unconditional distribution if the means are different, and the distributions are usually leptokurtic (Mclachlan and Peel, 2001) .
iid Taylor (2004) employs a specification that allows for the possibility of time varying transition probabilities in his regime switching analysis of volatility of the real exchange rate. In as much as real and nominal exchange rates bear some relationship, the former is less likely to depict as much volatile behaviour as its nominal counterpart, and may thus not be the best way to capture the volatility. In addition, his specification proceeds under the assumption that the determinants of the exchange rate are completely known to the analyst. Bazdresch and Werner (2005) allow both the transition probabilities and other parameter estimates to change across the different regimes but make inference about the states on the basis of current period observation and known initial conditions for iteration.
The approach employed in this paper uses the regime switching variant of the Markov chain specification in which inference about the different possible state spaces is made on the basis of all available information. This is our point of departure from the work by Engel and Hamilton (1990) and Cheung and Erlandsson (2004) . In addition, given the poor empirical performance of structural models of exchange rate determination we opted for a homogenous Markov chain specification. This way, the paper avoids the pitfalls that may arise by attempting to specify a structural model for the exchange rate as in Bazdresch and Werner (2005) and Taylor (2004) . Lastly, the initial values that were used for iteration were obtained from a least squares specification instead of being assumed as in Bazdresch and Werner (2005) .
The maximum likelihood parameter estimates were obtained using the BFGS iteration algorithm. Our results validate the hypothesis that nominal exchange rate data generating process in Uganda over the study sample evolves according to two distinct state spaces.
The full sample probabilities lead to the same conclusion. One state is characterized by sharp and disruptive, but short-lived depreciations and the other is characterised by quite small appreciations but taking place over a long period. The ergodic probabilities suggest that in as much the appreciations are persistent, they are nonetheless so small and unable to reverse the strong depreciation episodes. The results also suggest that the Markov chain is irreducible and that both states can be accessed from each other. The overall time varying stochastic volatility is low and appears to be driven largely by the sharp depreciation episodes. The results highlight the need to mitigate the disruptive effects of the sharp depreciations.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The exchange rate determination and trends in Uganda are presented in section 2 followed by an overview of the literature in section 3. The methodology employed is presented in section 4. The main findings of the study are presented in section 5 and the paper ends with some concluding remarks in section 6.
Exchange Rate Dynamics and Data

Exchange Rate Determination and Trends in Uganda
In a standard analysis free floating system the fundamental value of a country's currency should closely mirror its current account and international investments position (iip) developments (Rankin, 1998) . In Uganda though, there are some other dynamics that may influence movement of the exchange rate. These include donor resource flows and disbursement patterns given that about half of government spending is donor funded.
There are also noticeable seasonal patterns that seem to influence short term exchange rate movements. These emanate from various sources such as the seasonal nature of The influence of speculators on the market can in some cases have considerable and destabilizing influence on short term exchange rate movements most especially if they are reacting to surprising information (Rankin, 1998) since their positions last for just a few hours or days. It is perhaps the destabilizing effects these traders can have on the market that the Bank of Uganda has always threatened to take measures to ensure that the exchange rate is not a one way bet (Mutebile, 2001 ).
There has also been a substantial increase in inflows following liberalisation of the capital account in 1997. These have mainly taken the form of foreign direct investment (FDI). Of late, there has also been an increasing interest in Uganda shillings denominated assets by foreign fund managers. This has tended to create transitory but potentially disruptive variability tendencies in the exchange rate. Off the trend depreciation tendencies have coincided with times of high oil prices. A few appreciation tendencies have also been noted at times of relatively strong export performance.
The Data and their Characteristics
The study employed daily data on the Uganda shilling/US dollar nominal exchange rate data covering the period 3 rd January 2000 to 31 st December 2004. Graphs of the log exchange rate and log of exchange rate changes are presented in Figures 2 and 3 , respectively. They suggest that there are instances of sharp spikes in both directions in the nominal exchange rate. A statistical summary of the exchange rate data is given in Table 1 . The distribution of the series is leptokurtic, they depict a high probability of more values clustering near the mean and a high probability of fat tails. The right tail appears to be particularly extreme. The statistics also suggest that appreciations of the nominal exchange rate over the sample have largely been insignificant. The single largest appreciation recorded over the sample was about 3 percent in one day compared to a depreciation of about 4 percent. Table 2 suggests that the autocorrelation of exchange rate changes dies off after four days. The partial autocorrelations decay more quickly but depict a wave-like cyclical pattern. Hamilton (1989) and Engel and Hamilton (1990) primarily relied on the assumption of a homogenous Markov chain with constant transition probabilities across the different state spaces.
Subsequent work by Filardo (1994) , Diebold et al. (1994) and Engle and Hakkio (1996) allows for time varying transition probabilities. The transition probabilities may be specified either as functions of some information set or duration dependence or even both (Bazdresch and Werner (2005); Taylor, 2004; Diebold et. al., 1994) . Specifications based on duration dependence to analyse regime switching behaviour of exchange rates make a rather strong assumption that markets clearly understand the different regimes and models. Specifications based on underlying economic fundamentals appear to be more convincing, save for the usual controversies surrounding the in-sample performance of structural models of exchange rates.
In the literature, two variants of Markov chain models have been used. The first assumes different normal distributions over the different sub-samples with constant parameters constant across the regimes. This is the mixture normals (Hamilton, 1989, Engel and Hamilton, 1990) . The second variant is the more general regime switching approach. This allows the possibility that some parameters can change as the process switches from one regime to another (Taylor, 2004; Bazdresch and Werner, 2005) .
iid Markov chain models are basically non linear and as such it is not possible to obtain the log likelihood estimates of the population parameters analytically. There are two possible solution methods; the numerical methods and the EM algorithm. The idea of the numerical methods is to make different guesses for the population parameters, compare the value of the log likelihood for each guess, and infer the population estimates for which the log likelihood is largest (Hamilton, 1994) . The general idea of the EM algorithm involves maximizing the sample log likelihood function using the conditional density of the dependent variable evaluated as the sum of the conditional likelihood values in each possible combination of the current and past regime (Sarantis and Piard, 2004 ).
Markov chains have also been employed in the literature to obtain full sample probabilities for purposes of in-sample fitting (Hamilton and Engel, 1990; Taylor, 2004) and for out of sample forecasting (Engel and Hakkio, 1996; Bazdresch and Werner, 2005) though Marsh (2000) questions the forecasting ability of Markov chains.
Hamilton and Engel (1990) employed regime switching techniques to examine long swings in nominal exchange rates. Bazdresch and Werner (2005) employ the techniques to examine appreciation and deprecation episodes of the nominal exchange rate of the Mexican Peso. Bollen et. al. (2000) apply the techniques to understand the different exchange rate policy regimes whereas Vigfusson (1996) used it study existence of chartist and fundamentalist regimes. Simon van Norden (1996) employed the techniques to understand the regime switching behavior of exchange rate bubbles. Cheung and Erlandsson (2004) test the predictive ability of a simple random walk model versus a Markov chain specification.
All the studies have been able to identify two distinct regimes. This is quite interesting especially if viewed against the fact that empirical studies in economics rarely achieve consensus.
Methodology and Estimation Technique
Given that observed nominal exchange rate data may follow different state spaces over The transition probabilities ij P pij define the probabilities that state i will be followed by another state j . The value that the regime or state takes on at some date will depend, in some probability on the values it has taken in the past. The realized state at time t is assumed to be related to past realizations only through its most recent values,
The transition probabilities for a two-state Markov chain in matrix representation can be denoted as; 
The process of obtaining inference about the state space that governed the process for each observation involves three major steps. First, using observed data, the conditional densities and transition probabilities are employed to generate parameter estimates of the variables. These are obtained by the method of maximum likelihood estimation. If the process is governed by regime j s t = at date then the conditional density of is assumed to be given by
where α is a vector of parameters characterizing the conditional density. These densities can then be collected in an vector 
For purposes of having a tractable and simple notation, let the values of the conditional density parameters and the transition probabilities be put together in a 'new' population parameter vectorθ whose value can then be estimated based on observation of the data series Hamilton (1994) has shown that maximum likelihood estimates of the transition probabilities will be given by about the most likely regime the process was in at each date t in the sample. This inference takes the form of a conditional probability that is assigned to the possibility that the observation was generated by regime tth . j Let represent the vector whose element is
The values for τ < t define the smoothed inference about the regime the process was in at date t based on data obtained through some later dateτ . Since we assumed that state space follows a first order Markov chain in which the conditional density depends on past regimes only through the most current, then the smoothed inferences can then be calculated by using Kim's (1993) 
where denotes element by element division. The smoothed probabilities are found by iterating (7) backward for
Since the equations in θ are nonlinear, it is not possible to solve them analytically, however, their values can be obtained through a sequence of iterations.
Given an initial parameter estimate one can iterate to get ( ) ( ) ,.... ,
The iteration process continues until such a point when the change between any two estimates are smaller than some specified convergence criterion. If the iterations reach a point such that the two are equal the algorithm has found the maximum likelihood estimate of the sample parameters.
The following switching model was fitted to daily exchange rate data by maximum likelihood: 
Estimation Results
The study employed the BFGS algorithm to obtain Maximum Likelihood estimates of the parameters in the exchange rate switching model. The BFGS is a variant of the numeric methods. The idea of the numerical methods is to make different guesses for the population parameters, compare the value of the log likelihood for each guess, and infer the population estimates for which the log likelihood is largest (Hamilton, 1994) . The maximum likelihood estimates of parameters are reported in Table 3 . µ =-0.028). The probability that an episode of a large and sharp depreciation will be followed by another is approximately 0.6 ( =0.598). A regime charaterised by such sharp and large depreciations will typically persist for about two and a half days with an ergodic probability of 0.02. The probability that a tranquil and orderly state space will be followed by another is 0.992 ( =0.992) and the process will stay in this regime for an average of 125 days. This state space is persistent and has an ergodic probability of 98 percent.
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The persistence of the regimes is asymmetric. Large and abrupt depreciations are characterized by very sharp but short lived episodes. This can be seen from the fact that the mean term for this regime is positive and relatively large ( 1 µ =1.9) but with a smaller transition probability ( =0.598). The mean for regime two is negative and small ( 
Summary and Conclusions
A two state Markov chain was employed to fit a regime switching model using daily Uganda shilling/US dollar nominal exchange rate data covering the period 3 rd January 2000 to 31 st December 2004. The maximum likelihood parameter estimates were obtained using the BFGS iteration algorithm. Our results validate the hypothesis that nominal exchange rate data generating process in Uganda over the study sample evolves according to two distinct state spaces. The full sample probabilities lead to the same conclusion. One state is characterized by sharp and disruptive, but short-lived depreciations and the other is characterised by quite small appreciations but taking place over a long period. The ergodic probabilities suggest that in as much the appreciations are persistent, they are nonetheless so small and unable to reverse the strong depreciation episodes. The results also suggest that the Markov chain is irreducible and that both states can be accessed from each other. The overall time varying stochastic volatility is low and appears to be driven largely by the sharp depreciation episodes. The results highlight the need to mitigate the disruptive effects of the sharp depreciations.
